Climate Box
Module 1. Basic course on climate change.
Section 1.1. Climate Box: Climate Education and Awareness
Program for Schools.
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Climate Box Program

| What is Climate Box?
A climate education & awareness program that raises awareness of climate
change and encourages youth to lead environmentally-friendly lives
together with their families, friends, and local communities.

| How did the programme evolve?
❖2014-2015 - A set of educational and game materials for schoolchildren
‘Climate Box’ was developed by UNDP in Russia with the support of the
Coca-Cola company, the Global Environmental Fund and the Ministry of
Natural Resources of Russia.
❖ 2016-2017 - Adaptation of the ‘Climate Box’ for three pilot countries
of Central Asia: Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan and Tajikistan with the support of
local partners.
❖ 2018-2019 - Armenia, Moldova, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan joined the
program. Moscow and the Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District of the
Russian Federation produced their own ‘Boxes’.
❖2020 - Belarus and Serbia joined.
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Climate Box Program

| Who is Climate Box Curricular for?
✓ Youth: learn about the global climate change through interacting,
playing, and implementing projects; acquire skills for responsible lifestyle,
energy saving and sustainable consumption
✓ Teachers, educators, NGOs: access to scientifically sound, up-todate information on climate change tailored to the national context;
receive guidance how to present climate agenda to the youth and public
✓ General public: improve knowledge on climate change through
participating in the programme activities
✓ Governments: an effective tool to raise public awareness and
encourage climate action at the local level
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Climate Box Program

| What makes Climate Box unique?
• The first comprehensive school toolkit on climate change for the youth available in the
main UN languages and in national languages of the participating countries
• Attractive format for learning and playing
• An excellent multidisciplinary team of authors - leading experts, scientists, teachers,
professional kids' writers (international and local)

• Wide thematic scope that can be applied in different curriculum lessons and for different ages
• Guidelines for teachers on curricular and extracurricular activities
• Global scope and local content: examples from all over the world that will be of interest for
school kids from different countries as well as local content and examples in each localized
version
• A range of program activities: support in coordination with the national/local ministries and
departments of education, training and experience exchange, international youth contests and
other events for the participants.
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Climate Box Toolkit
| What is inside the box?
Each standard Climate Box toolkit includes:
1.Text-book for kids and teachers that includes information
materials, tasks, questions and games as well as guidelines for
teachers on how to use the materials at lessons and off-curricula
2. Climate Quiz - cards with multiple-choice questions
3. A wall map ‘Climate change consequences by the end of XXI
century if the world nations are not taking urgent measures to
reduce GHG emissions’

4. A poster ‘How to reduce your carbon footprint’
5. A flash drive or CD with the electronic materials as well as
access to the Climate Box website: www.climate-box.com

If desired, countries can contribute their own additional materials to the
kit (for example, additional games, sample lessons to help educators).
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Climate Box Toolkit
| Textbook: three thematic chapters
1.Climate change. How and why the climate has been changing back in the history and today.

2.How the climate change has been affecting nature and people across different regions?
Whether we can adapt to the inevitable consequences?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extreme weather events
Flora, fauna, forests
Agriculture and water resources
Coastal regions
Mountain regions
Arctic regions
Cities, human health and other social aspects

3. How can we mitigate climate change?
• «Green» energy sources
• Energy efficiency and energy saving
• How to reduce your individual carbon footprint
• Global cooperation on climate change
Each chapter has both general and local content.
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Climate Box Toolkit
| Textbook: structure of chapters
Each chapter of sub-chapter includes:
•

Text materials with general information and
examples from different countries

•

Local content and case-studies

•

Visual materials (maps, graphs, tables)

•

Boxes with additional information and terminology

•

Questions

•

Tasks, experiments

Example of a local content page,Tajikistan
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Climate Box Toolkit
| Textbook: guidelines for teachers
Chapter 4. Guidelines for teachers on the use of the Climate Box toolkit in schools

Teacher’s Guide is adapted
to the national curriculum
in each country

Compiled in the form of tables, where the topics of all parts are projected on the educational programs of the school. The guidelines
are adapted for the school curriculum in that country in each national Climate Box.
Examples of tables from Section 4 of the Climate Box manual for Russia (left) and Belarus (right).
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Climate Box Toolkit
| Localized toolkits
•

Translation into national language

•

The participation of a local team of experts and educational methodologists in the
development

•

Local examples of climate change impacts and responses

•

Special country info boxes, new cover and logo

•

Seminars for teachers on the use of the kit and methodological recommendations for
introducing the kit into the curriculum (according to the results of discussions at the
seminar)
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Climate Box: Program Activities

| Partnerships and collaboration: comprehensive approach
✓ Engagement with ministries and departments of education
✓ Training-of-trainers (TOT workshops)
✓ Training workshops for teachers
✓ Teacher’s guide adapted to national curricular
✓ Support and oversight during piloting phase

✓ Regional teachers’ conferences
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Climate Box: Key Achievements by 2020

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

10 countries, 14 languages
3,000 school-teachers from 2,000 schools
60,000 school students
2 regional climate education conferences
26 best climate projects presented in the finals of the international youth contest
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Climate Box: Key Achievements by 2020

‘Climate Box’ Climate Curriculum has already reached 60,000 students
Taking climate action from a classroom to local communities
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Climate Box: User Guide
Climate Box application steps

| User Guide:
How to Implement Climate Box Program?

•
•
•

10 basic steps - stages of the program. The
sequence may vary
Practical recommendations for each step for
those who already participate in the program.
Real examples of program implementation in
different countries, tips and lessons on mistakes
Contact information of teams from other
countries

1

Team up: set-up a project team

2

Engage the ministry/department of education
to get support for the Climate Box program

3

Adapt: adapt Climate Box to the local context and
publish localized version

4

Train: empower teachers to apply climate education
in school and outside the classroom

5

Pilot: test Climate Box in pilot schools, collect
success stories & lessons learnt

6

Monitor & evaluate the program’s implementation
and achieved impacts

7

Share & partner: share experiences and results,
partner with NGOs, outreach and communication

Get started today - download Climate Box here:
https://www.eurasia.undp.org/content/rbec/en/home/library
/environment_energy/climate-box.html
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Scale-up: build new partnerships and opportunities
to scale-up the project

9

Connect to other institutes, schools, teachers, and
students to unite global efforts on climate action
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Continuous support at all steps

•

Understand: get acquainted with the toolkit,
program activities, receive initial guidance

Training Module on Climate Change for Teachers

| Training module for teachers
❖

Use: vocational training/refresher courses for teachers; additional learning materials
❖

Structure:
▪ (50%) Introduction to climate change (general and country
specific)
▪ (25%) Delivery of climate curricular in school: (1) use of Climate
Box toolkit; (2) promoting climate action through school
projects; (3) engaging communities and CSOs in creative learning
about climate

▪ (25%) Best practices, sample lessons and projects on climate,
interactive teaching methods…
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Thank you!
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